*** A Member and Supporter’s Offer from the VMC ***
"Solid GPS - A Neat Little Tracker To Protect Your Valuable Vehicle(s)”
Who or what is the VMC?
The Victorian Motorcycle Council (“the VMC”) is the peak advocacy body
for Victorian motorcyclists, also promoting motorcycling and its supporters.
The Offer…
The VMC is excited to share that “Solid GPS” has agreed to a discount of
$15 off the price of their bike / car / caravan GPS tracking unit (the larger
battery option only).That is…
A one-off payment for the unit of $165 (instead of $180) then a choice of
two subscriptions, both with a free 31 day trial before your subscription
starts.
- Monthly: $6.99, cancel any time
- Yearly: $69.99, cancel any time
Do you want to support advocacy for motorcyclists in Victoria?
Then consider becoming a member supporting the work of the VMC there’s also some great member benefits, including our very popular
“Roadside Assistance Membership” for just $50 per year.
More information about Solid GPS and their tracker unit…
Solid GPS is a Melbourne based company started by two brothers in 2018.
Being motorcycle and car owners themselves they wanted a simple GPS
tracker they could use to protect their vehicles. Through a number of
iterations, the brothers designed the Solid GPS unit, with vehicle owners in
mind - focusing on what customers actually wanted.

Key features of the Solid GPS tracker unit...
- The Solid GPS tracker is incredibly easy to use, taking about 5 minutes to
set up.
- It comes pre-installed with a 4G Telstra SIM Card ready to go.
- A single charge lasts around 6 to 12 months, depending on usage.
- It is rechargeable and easy to install because there's no wiring involved.
- Alerts you when your bike leaves your home, work or anywhere you want.
- Has Australian customer service that'll respond quickly to any issues.

There's also an app and browser dashboard with some great features - the
obvious one is being able to see where your bike / car / caravan is, you can
also set how far your bike / car moves before receiving an alert, and the
ability to increase how frequently it tracks plus much more. More details
can be found on the Solid GPS FAQ webpage.

If you want to know more, the VMC recently published a review of the
tracker unit - you can read the blog post here.
Any questions regarding the Solid GPS tracker unit or the subscription
plans should be submitted directly to Solid GPS via their help page or their
Facebook page.

